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The bundled OCR program, Abbyy FineReader 5 Sprint Plus, has a relatively simple interface
that's pretty much like other OCRs. The program has four major operations (OCR, Layout, Basic

OCR, Decode), and each is relatively easy to use. One of the features that I liked most about
FineReader was the Export feature. I can batch OCR conversions to a folder and then e-mail

those documents to another computer by simply choosing that option and choosing the folder
containing the documents. The quality of the output was extremely good, and the export

process was almost instantaneous. I found that I had little need for the other three operations.
FineReader's report mode seems to be tailored for people who're scanning documents on a
sheet of paper, not for people who want to enter their own structured information. After I

scanned a few pages, FineReader asked me to choose from a number of prepopulated fields,
such as "Title," "Author," and "Enclosure Type," and I had to check the boxes for those fields to

add them to the report. Then I had to click twice to save the report. It would be nice if the
software would allow you to add or delete fields, as well as alter the report format. Which

program you choose depends on how well it can convert your printing and scanners. For printing
or converting PDFs from Macintosh, I use FineReader, and for converting images I use Abbyy
PhotoRec. Abbyy PhotoRec converts prints with a color palette that's similar to what's in your
prints, and Abbyy's PhotoRec includes a fairly simple, but accurate, photo converter that lets
you save the JPEGs with whichever colors you prefer. For texts and documents, I use Abbyy

FineReader.
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OmniPage's automation features open your files to a library of operations you can choose from;
FineReader's automation has a fixed sequence of steps and a fixed set of options. You can copy,

move, and delete files or folders, but not all operations are allowed. Abbyy lets you sequence
manual operations in cases where automation fails; OmniPage lets you sequence manual

operations in cases where automation is working but doesn't include some essential step. Abbyy
does screen capture of your work area, while OmniPage doesn't. I tested the two most
comparable versions of FineReader, Professional and Corporate, on the same family of

machines, so, like OmniPage, FineReader varies with your machine. On my Windows XP system,
Abbyy doesn't seem to want to recognize the words one on a line. It'll recognize both the first

and the last line, and it'll replace the first line with the last, but it won't process the lines in
between. (According to Abbyy's technical support, this is a bug on my machine, not a limitation

of the software.) FineReader's OCR likewise has trouble on one line, with the line mostly
recognizable but with places where it blanks out, so I had to set the configurable settings for
recognition manually. Abbyy FineReader professional 9.0 can't easily recognize paragraphs of
text at all, while OmniPage Professional 9.0 can. Abbyy FineReader Professional 9.0 actually

costs $99.95, so if you can get it for that, you'll be getting the best value. Plus, Abbyy offers a
30-day trial, in case you change your mind. Abbyy doesn't offer any version of its app for Macs.
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